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    Product Name :
  Time Concepts Instruments for Maths Lab

  Product Code :
  MATHS-TIMEC-0001

  

  Description :

Dummy Clock

This Fiber dummy clock is used to teach time concepts with moveable hand of hours & minuets. Made up to light
weight fiber sheet, easy to handle.

Student Clock Write And Wipe

Encourage class to participation with write-on/wipe-off clock. This set of 5 clocks is Great for small-group
activities. clocks with movable hands and a place to write in digital time. Great way to encourage student
participation in time-writing activities.

Geared Teacher Clock

This Geared clock Accurate to the hours with the movement of minute Arm. This geared demonstration clock is a
great manipulative of time-telling skills for your students. This clock is provided with bright color clock arms,
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featuring easy-to-read. Hidden gears maintain correct hour and minute relationships as you manipulate movable
hands. Clock is made of durable plastic.

Student Time Indicator

To compare local times of different countries with GMT. Read different times for different countries and compare.

Time & Work Kit

This kit is provided with assorted color right angle triangle with digital stop watch. This kit help to calculate work
dine in a same time span by the different group.

Geared Student Clock

This Student clock Accurate to the hours with the movement of minute Arm. This geared student clock is a great
manipulative to understand time-learning skills for individual student. This clock is provided with bright color
clock arms, featuring easy-to-read. Hidden gears maintain correct hour and minute relationships as you move
pully on the top of the clock. This Clock is made of durable plastic.

Palm Clock

This palm size clock helps students to focus on time-telling skill and makes it easier to differentiate between
hours and minutes. Student can move clock arms with the help of there hand. This palm clock is great for
individual and group activities.

Stop Watch

This is a digital stop watch mainly use to calculate the relationship between time and work or teacher can use it
in various activists.
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